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Junior Prom and Agency Concert Highlight Coming Weekend

The Agency of Urinus College will present "An Evening of Blues and Ballads" featuring Lonnie Johnson and Gordon Johnson. The evening will begin at 8:30 p.m., in Bomberger Auditorium.

In this program, two of the Baett's finest folklorists will offer an intimate, interesting, and unfamiliar folktale. The members of the Agency, who are the sons of the respondents to their last column, will present Joe and Penny Armon. This program is being presented in conjunction with the Junior Prom to round out the weekend. Songs are on sale now at the price of one dollar per song. Only a few songs left in the door.

Lonnie Johnson is an old-time blues singer who originally hails from New Orleans, the home of the blues. Coming from a musically-interested family, he began his professional career in 1914, at the age of 14. Since then he has been an outstanding self-taught blues exponent through his own work. At the time he was 17, he had recorded for Columbia and Victor. Now, he has never ceased performing. His style is loved by all, and has earned for him a place in the musical world.

A newcomer to his profession, Lonnie Johnson is a real co-performer. He has been described as a "straightforward" bluesman, without much showmanship, though not well-known in this country, is recognized as one of the United State's leading bluesmen. His distinctive voice and guitar style has made him a popular concert artist.

Campus Chest Plans Underway

The annual drive for the Campus Chest Committee began on the week of April 6. The two campaigns for this year are "The Campaign for the Queen," which was sponsored by Bob Livington, the president of Kappa Delta Epsilon, and "Grand Night for the King's Play," which was sponsored by Dr. Fifield, the president of the King's Play. The two campaigns have been scheduled for the week of April 16, with the "Queen's Play" being held on Wednesday, March 16.

Many events have been planned to raise the money. Activities include the penny mile, the "Kappa Delta Epsilon" basketball game and a deserts. The fraternity sorority has pledged that all proceeds will go towards the Campus Chest. The dates for the two campaigns will be announced later.

Attention:

A talk on the race and slump problems in Philadelphia will be given by Bob Ber. Mr. Marsch is a member of the Y-Aths Committee at the Advocate. In the Women's basketball game, the campus Chest is being offered for sale. There is a $5 entry fee, and the game will be played on Wednesday, April 6. The proceeds will be divided between the campus Chest and the "Queen's Play." All are welcome.

Cecily Veronica Woodwed, British historian and author, will speak on "The Trial of Charles I," in Bomberger Hall, Wednesday, March 11, at 8 p.m.

Cecily Veronica Woodwed is the United States on a six-week visit. During her stay she is serving as the Anna Howard Shaw lecturer on English history at Bryn Mawr College. In England she is a lecturer at University of London. She is the distinguished historian. Miss Woodwed is the "probably the most admired woman historian today." In the presence of the "Queen's Play," Miss Woodwed spoke in the King's Play, 1937-1941 (1951). "The trial of the King's Play, 1937-1941 (1951)," she spoke with her approach to history: "Before history can be put into a coherent perspective, it is often necessary to forget early misinterpretations and the half-knowledge by which contemporary lived. But the application of modern scholarship can make the past merely the subject of an unknown personality. It is possible to approach the history of the past with fresh eyes, and to bring to light motives and methods of research. . . . can make the past merely the subject of a new study."

Red Cross Weeking Qualified Scorers

The Red Cross is seeking qualified scorers for their services for two weeks in early May and shortly before the annual "Learn to Swim Day," April 15. The student madam, who is in charge of the madam, will be chosen by the student government. The students will be selected on the basis of their qualifications and their willingness to work.

One of the highlights of the film is that the student government will have the opportunity to choose its own members. In addition, the Red Cross will be in charge of the drive and will select the students who wish to participate in the many activities that will be sponsored by the Red Cross. This year's drive will be a success. Your help is needed.
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The Student Union Library will be open on September 19 and 20. The library will be open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. during the week and from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday.
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Weekly Review of Books

Mr. Lincoln on Civil Rights

Copyright 1964 by "Presbyterian Life" Co-ed. permission.

Mr. Lincoln on Civil Rights is the last chapter of his book, Justice Douglas traces the course of the Supreme Court's decisions on the Bill of Rights since 1866. (Justice Douglas delivered this course at the University of Pennsylvania School of Law in 1947.)

In the Religion of Abraham Lincoln, C. Vann Woodward has written a "colored verse by God" that has been "a great happiness to the souls of the nation." Mr. Lincoln was a deeply religious man, and his religious beliefs were a major influence on his political career. In this book, Mr. Lincoln discusses the relationship between religion and politics, and he argues that religion is an important factor in the formation of public policy.

The annual comprehensive review of the music of the year is published in this issue by the American Music Journal. This review includes a selection of the best songs and composers of the year, as well as a survey of the current state of the music industry.
Fall of Man Topic of Bible Study

Last Friday, the after-dinner Bible study group continued to examine the fall of man as recorded in Genesis. The class first looked at the setting of the story. Man had been provided with everything he needed. Though without garments, neither man nor woman felt ashamed. Perhaps this idea could be broadened to apply that, being obeying His will, did not feel guilty. He was instructed, however, not to eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. En- couraged by a serpent, Eve and Adam did the same. This situation brought up before the class, the entire question of sin.

A definition of sin which was generally agreed upon was disobedience to the will of God, resulting in a state of separation between man and God. This definition was based on the knowledge of what is best for him, and his violation of God’s command to his own detriment. The man of reason, the concept of action, and acts of rebellion against the will of God, stand in the course of sin.

An important question that was raised by Mr. Blunt was whether man had the freedom to choose between right and wrong. One concept suggested was that of democracy, that the man of reason be the one to choose his own destiny. The man of reason, the concept of action, and acts of rebellion against the will of God, stand in the course of sin.

As a contender for the Democratic nomination, the manifes-tation of rebellion was the nature of Jesus, God's chosen one. The revolutionaries invoked it as a principle for their cause we considered the political region of the future. This year may not have brought the kind of government we have been looking for, but one is left with the impression that if...
Girls BB Falls to ES, 46-36; JV Team Continues Unbeaten

The women's Varsity Basketball team lost a strong first-half advantage to bow out of the season at East Stroudsburg on Wednesday. A powerful comeback in the second half, aided by numerous UC violations brought on a constant full-court press, enabled the clinching victory.

UC had the game well in hand early, but the Lady Royals proved that they are strong from zone to man-to-man defense.

The action shown in the first quarter, UC had the game quiet, pressing to their lead. By the end of the first quarter, UC was ahead 5-0. The starters, led byucid and Smiley, continued, but the defense couldn't find the necessary room to stop UC on 4-4 with mine to get in the game, and the Lady Royals could find no points as they scored 11 points that put UC ahead 15-6 at the half.

Leaving their weak 25% from behind, the UC girls dug into the ES defense at the start of the second half, and in their advantage at the end of the game, UC was foiled by UC's character- istic defense, which is consistent and relentless. The offense was foiled for much of the game, allowing UC to take control. UC looked good and Smiley took the lead; their lead was 1-0. However, UC's turn to be scored upon by ES comeback in the second half.

Hitting with what was to turn out to be their best defense, UC dominated the floor, East Stroudsburg losing control. UC had their shot and quarter and put their offense on the field, ES as they had the best with such wild sequences as a UC's second violation of the ES pass back in, a UC foul, and an ES score was common in the back of the game. As the scoring stopped, ES with a 22-point lead. ES took a lead of 0-0 twice during the third quarter.

The fourth quarter began with the ES lead, ES dropped in, Diane Regester made her way to the line, and to the tune of a 64% accuracy from the free throw, ES started to lead. Even with ES's better line-up, UC remained strong. As the game got underway, UC and ES played with much clearance, UC's lead was 17 points at the end of the fourth quarter, Diane Regester dropped in, taking the ball, and ES able to withstand the backcourt play of ES, making UC re- maining. A rushing layup shot by ES started a scoring spree of about 15 with OS leading 5-6 and ES at 54-55. UC scored at 46-55 with 11.1 remaining, and Karen Kohn then found an open shot, making about 57 points. Kohn ended UC's scoring at 32 with 8.8. UC's winning streak was at 7-0, with the ability to make it at 46-55. UC scoring was spread among the team, with only one player leading at 12 points.

Using 8 points each was shared by Kohn, Smiley, and Regester. Diane being highest in accuracy, UC needed at least 15. UC went as a whole, both teams were shooting better than 50%, UC's lead was uncovered, and UC took the lead back. The University of Pennsylvania was kept a slim lead in the final minute. This was the biggest powerhouse of UC's play.

Four of the five players scored, UC's leading scorer was Diane Regester, who received the award due to her efforts in the scoring drive.

Mermaids Lose In Two Close Meets

On the afternoon of March 12, the University of Pennsylvania Swimming and Diving Team met West Chester University at the Pennsylvania Athletic Complex. The meet was a close one, with West Chester winning 127-125. The women's team made a strong showing in the meet.
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West Chester Wins Intercollegiates

Abington High School pool was the site of the 84th Intercollegiate Swimming and Diving Meet of the East Coast, held on March 7, bringing the gathering together for the annual collegiate meet involving numerous universities and colleges from the East Coast region.

West Chester State gained team honors with the University of Pennsylvania in second place and Duquesne University in third place in the second day of the meet, which was capped off by a huge group of back-yard swimming qualifying for the hottest.

The women's team went a bit broken and the only win was by Diane Regester at the Chestertown pool. She placed first in the 200 backstroke.

The men's team was led by the University of Pennsylvania, which took first place in the 200 fly, and the University of Notre Dame, which finished second in the 200 breaststroke.

The University of Pennsylvania held a slim lead and won the meet, but the score was not enough to claim the title for the men's team.

The university's leading scorer was Diane Regester, who received the award due to her efforts in the scoring drive.

Malcolm wearing a jacket and tie.

The following Thursday, the swimming team lost Lynn Miernicki to a leg injury. She was expected to be back in the lineup for the next meet against the Blue Hens of Delaware.

Finals were disastrous as UC's women's team did not fare well. Diane Regester lost 6-1 too Vogt (Wilkes), and Pat Vipsio lost 6-1 too Johnson (Wellesley).

In Saturday's consolation finals, Diane Regester lost 5-2 decision over Dare (Delaware) in a consolation match. She then won her second of the tournament over the 137-pound weight class. At 137 pounds, Dale Kratz of Albright was defeated 6-0 by Minnich (Albright), and another 137-pounder, Frank Videon won by decision over Minnich, with Frank Videon's 15-7 decision against Minnich.

The following Friday, Diane Regester won the state championship in the 100-yard backstroke.
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